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* Dell OptiPlex 7010 Desktop is designed for workstations and embedded applications that require advanced

hardware capabilities. The 7010 is a powerful 2-in-1 all-in-one desktop PC (AIO) with Intel Core 9th Generation
family processors that is more than enough to handle the most demanding computing tasks. Stream your

favorite movies or play some of your favorite games without interruption using integrated dual HDMI outputs.
Connect via HDMI and VGA to handle the current of modern high-definition displays, and digital audio formats.
With an AMD Radeon-powered dual graphics, youll never miss a beat with superior gaming performance. * Dell
XPS 13 (2019) is a breakthrough laptop that puts more sensors in your palm than youll find on any other laptop
in its class, tracking how you work. Its a breakthrough in design and performance for a 13-inch class computer.
Intelligent Speed Shift, Adaptive Thermal Technology, TrackPoint are just a few of the technologies in this XPS

13 that help you think, work and play with ease. Dell 14.1-inch Full HD (1920x1080) LED-Backlit IPS touch
display with Dolby Audio, provides versatility, sharpness and accurate colors. The preinstalled Ubuntu 18.04
operating system is our most powerful and versatile Linux operating system, with thousands of applications,
features and services available out of the box. * HP EliteDisplay S14 is the worlds first 14-inch USB Type-C

portable display, bringing the power of dual-screen productivity in a sleek package. Designed for those on the
go, this portable display is powered by a single USB Type-C connection for easy connectivity to any USB-C

notebook.
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* Wireless audio and video solutions for consumers and businesses. HP audio solutions enable you to listen and
see more easily with the freedom to move throughout your home and office, free from cumbersome and
awkward wires. With the dedicated speakers of HP audio devices, you can listen to music, watch a movie,

watch TV and more -- anytime, anywhere. Combining an ARM926EJ-S processor core with a rich set of audio,
communication and connectivity interfaces, including those for Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet, the SPEAr3xx

MPU family is optimized to meet the particular challenges posed by human-machine interface, communications
and security applications. The SPEAr600 delivers enhanced performance as a result of dual ARM926EJ-S cores,
powerful connectivity features and a programmable LCD interface. Playing a digital audio file on my DVD is a
perfect example. I couldnt feel any lag in performance or CPU or GPU heat building up. I couldnt even see any
heat at all. The GA35s proven cooling keeps the chassis and component temperatures low, so you can enjoy

your multimedia content, and not worry about overheating or reduced performance due to heat. * Canon
MX860 T6 is the worlds first digital camera to feature wireless 4K streaming. Its also the worlds smallest 4K

Ultra HD camera allowing for easy video streaming, and the worlds first 5.5-inch wide-angle 720p HD camera
to feature Canon Cinema EOS High Definition CMOS image sensor. The MX860 also offers tiltable screens for
high-sensitivity and low-distortion video recording, and Canon has enhanced the electronic viewfinder with

100% frame coverage, a new Info display and dual white balance. 5ec8ef588b
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